
From: sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
To: dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus; Jack West
Cc: Trinidad Clerk; Trinidad Manager
Subject: [FWD: Mad River Water]
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:25:56 PM

Steve Ladwig
Trinidad City Council, Mayor
 
http://trinidad.ca.gov/ 
Mayor Steve's Zoom Room  

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Mad River Water
From: Trinidad Properties <trinidadproperties3@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, January 25, 2021 3:59 pm
To: Sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov

Dear Mayor Ladwig. 

Please do NOT get the City of Trinidad involved in bringing water north of Little
River. Will bring a host of problems to the property owners in the City of Trinidad
that we do not need.
Prop. owners V.S. & B. Rosen 364 Ocean, Trinidad. Thank you for your service to
our community. 
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From: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
To: citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov; Trinidad Clerk; David Grover; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: [FWD: Trinidad water extension]
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:06:47 AM

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Trinidad water extension
From: Diana Hartman <peacegranny@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, January 23, 2021 7:54 am
To: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov

When you meet on Tuesday I urge you to oppose the Trinity water extension. More
development and access in the area is ill advised. It is your responsibility as a
shepherd of these natural areas to protect them. Please do the right thing and
oppose this plan.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Sylvia De Rooy
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: ater pipelne
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:31:15 PM

Trinidad City Council,
Please do not even consider a pipeline. Trinidad is a unique and special place and a pipeline would be the end of that
for Trinidad. I am very familiar with the water situation in the Trinidad/Westhaven area. I was on the Westhaven
Water board for 7 years and lived in Westhaven for 24 years. Some years ago Westhaven considered a pipeline and
rejected the idea because of a need to protect from growth that would destroy the character of Westhaven.  Trinidad
is a treasure and I consider it to be a great part of your job to protect it from anything but limited growth.
Sylvia De Rooy
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From: audi hjerpe
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: City of Trinidad - Reject Water Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 8:01:52 PM

Dear City of Trinidad:
I am writing in opposition to the proposed project to bring a water pipeline from Eureka to the
Westhaven/Trinidad area.
I have lived in Trinidad since 1976.  It breaks my heart the thought of ruining our quaint
fishing village by allowing a water project that will open the doors to development.  
What makes Trinidad special are the views of the ocean and the wooded mountains that can be
enjoyed from trails and beaches that are not overcrowded.  The beauty of our special location
already draws more tourists each year than we can manage.  Even with the pandemic, the
market, downtown area and beaches were dangerously crowded throughout the summer and
fall.  
Bringing a water pipeline to Westhaven and Trinidad will drive growth that will ruin the
character of our beautiful coastal village.  Our roads cannot handle increased traffic.  We do
not have the infrastructure to provide for utilities, fire safety or emergency medical care.  
Please help to protect our community.  Please reject the proposed water pipeline project.
Audi Voss
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From: Ann Warner
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Comment for Discussion regarding Participation in Feasibility Analysis to Extend HBMWD Services to Trinidad
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 11:59:42 AM

Dear City Council Members,

I am speaking out against participation in the Feasibility Analysis to bring HBMWD Services
to Trinidad for the following reasons:

1. There has not been a discussion about the long term goals of the City of Trinidad nor is
there any public document from the City regarding current short or long term goals for the
City and residents.  (The General Plan on the City website is from 1978).  Planning needs to
be the first step.

2. Increasing the supply of potable water in the City of Trinidad will remove the natural
constraints on development and expose the city up to all the unintended consequences of
development.  

3. It is clear from reading the recent Council Meeting minutes, there are significant issues in
the City as a result of the unfettered growth of transient rental properties that have overrun the
City.  Until the current problems resulting from the transient occupancy of so many private
homes are resolved for the residents of Trinidad, it seems like putting fuel on a fire to invite
more transient occupants into the City.  

It is my hope that the City of Trinidad will invest in the attributes that has heretofore made it
so desirable and limit unfettered growth, improve the beach trails, and improve the safety of
pedestrians along the main streets.   

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ann Warner
Arcata, CA
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From: David G Hankin
To: Trinidad City Clerk; citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov; Cc: "jwest@trinidad.ca.gov"; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov;

tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Comment on Item IX.2. HBMWD feasibility study
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 12:36:29 PM

Dear Council members and Trinidad City Staff  - 

I urge the Trinidad City Council to very carefully consider the interests of the communities of
people living in the surrounding unincorporated areas when it considers whether or not to
participate in the HBMWD feasibility study for extending a pipeline to the Trinidad area.  

There is no question whatsoever, in my mind, that if a HBMWD pipeline is extended north to
Trinidad, the consequence will be considerable new growth. Parcels previously unsuitable for
construction of homes due to absence of water will become eligible for construction of homes.
Required parcel sizes for new homes would become smaller as private wells are replaced by
municipal water connections and the County would no longer have concerns about
contamination of well water supplies from septic systems (leach fields). Developers would
imagine and develop large parcels given a new supply of water. Residents of local
communities would have little "say" in these new developments because only Trinidad is
incorporated and can engage in its own independent planning efforts.

With growth also would come increased stress on local infrastructure. Scenic Drive and
Westhaven Drive are already poorly supported and maintained. Would Westhaven Drive need
to be widened given additional growth? What would happen to parcel owners along
Westhaven Drive if the road had to be widened to accommodate additional traffic? (A similar
concern arises with respect to the Rancheria's proposed full interchange between Westhaven
and Trinidad.) And of course, our local communities all rely on septic systems for waste
treatment and there is no infrastructure or funding or municipal entity to develop any kind of
sewage treatment plant and associated sewer system. 

So, I am asking the City Council members to consider the interests of members of their local
unincorporated communities and not just the interests of Trinidad City government when it
makes their decision tonight. Westhaven CSD has attempted to explore the potential resiliency
benefits of an inter-tie between the Trinidad and Westhaven water systems. The City also has
a substantial water right on Mill Creek (40 gpm) which merits much more serious study and
for which development would no doubt be eligible for substantial state grant funding given the
economically disadvantaged current status of the Trinidad census block. Finally, Steve
Madrone has presented a number of ideas to the TCC which could improve late summer
availability of water for homes in Trinidad and surrounding areas. There are many options for
improving our water systems that Trinidad needs to explore with Westhaven CSD and
members of the surrounding communities. These options need to be fully explored before we
ever decide to contemplate the idea of bringing HBMWD water up to the Trinidad/Westhaven
area.

Finally, I note that the HBMWD letter to the City of Trinidad did not provide any indication of
the cost to the City that would be incurred if the City participated in the feasibility study.
Having attended recent HBMWD meetings via Zoom, I can assure you that HBMWD will be
seeking funds from Trinidad to support this feasibility study if you choose to jump on board.
How can you say "yes" without knowing what this will eventually cost the City? 
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Dave Hankin
resident of Westhaven since 1976

PS Along the California coast, there are few remaining "relatively undeveloped" areas. Two of
these that I know of are the city and surrounding area of Mendocino and the area around
Cambria on the central CA coast. Both of these areas are relatively undeveloped, and very
beautiful to visit and live in, because water is limited in both areas. With water comes growth.
That's what made southern California into what it is today. Do we really need or want tract
homes and subdivisions where we now live?





From: Alan Grau
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; Trinidad City Manager
Subject: Comments for the meeting
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 4:14:09 PM

Please include my comments.

To the City of Trinidad 

I like Trinidad the way it was and is. I don’t want more water and then the resulting growth
and more people. I would much rather conserve water when the supply is low. 
The existing city infrastructure is not adequate to deal with the current number of people.
More people will create more work for the city government, more work for an already thin law
enforcement, and an even more crowded city in the tourist season. 
And I definitely do not want a larger city government.
Keep Trinidad small.

Thank you,
Alan Grau

Sent from my iPad
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From: Leslie Zondervan-Droz
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Concerning Participation in Feasibility Analysis to Extend HBMWD Service to Trinidad
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 8:33:33 AM

To: Trinidad City Council

As a Trinidad water customer I am asking that the city does not participate in the feasibility analysis. As a
retired scientist this is a strange thing for me to ask.  However in this case I see no reason to waste time
and energy in participating in a study the purpose of which would not be helpful to our community.

I am in completer agreement with the content of Supervisor Madrone's letter.

Sincerely,

Leslie Zondervan-Droz
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From: Mike Sebring
To: City of Trinidad
Subject: Feasibility Analysis to Extend HBMWD Service to Trinidad
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 12:40:12 PM
Attachments: image.png

Hi, Gabe:

 

Can you please forward my comments regarding the feasibility analysis to extend the HBMWD service to Trinidad to the City Council?

Thanks!

 

Hope you’re doing well as I understand there is a storm approaching and some cold weather. 

Mike

 

Dear City Council Members:

 

In the 20+ years that we’ve owned a home in Trinidad, there have been several years of drought, instances where water quality was in question, and

concerns over the capacity, infrastructure, and operational capabilities of the City’s water plant.

 

We have an opportunity to participate in a feasibility study to see what would be involved in extending a waterline to the City and I think we should
take advantage of it.

There is no downside to understanding our options. 

 

In terms of the concerns about “over development” of the City of Trinidad -- that seems very unlikely when there are only a few lots left in the entire
city.  Please vote to explore the feasibility of extending the HBMWD service to Trinidad.

 

Sincerely,

Mike Sebring
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From: Nancy Ihara
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: Fwd: mad river water
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:55:32 AM

Dear Council members,

I am opposed to the extension of a water line to Trinidad because I believe it will encourage
development in and around Trinidad. I don't think this is a good idea because of my concerns
about climate change. Trinidad  has relatively few shops and employment opportunities and so
people generally must travel to McKinleyville, Arcata, and Eureka to shop and
work, distances of 5 to 25 miles. The transportation sector is Humboldt County's largest
contributor of greenhouse gases, over 50 per cent. The expansion of infrastructure that would
result in an addition to miles traveled by Humboldt County residents is, I believe, unwise. I
hope you will choose not to participate in the feasibility study.

Nancy Ihara
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From: Kathryn Donahue
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: H2O Pipeline.
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 10:36:31 PM

As a 40 year resident of Humboldt County, having moved to this area for the healthy quality of life Mother Earth
affords us here, I voice my opposition to a pipeline bringing water to Trinidad. And I am bewildered that the driving
force for this attempt comes from a corporate business owned by a First Nations people. This is about money and
over development of a tiny area that already becomes choked with tourists every summer. To increase the amount of
summer traffic and provide for greatly increased development will only benefit those who are pushing this endeavor
for their financial gain. This is a Common Good issue, for those who live, work, go to school, and are grateful to
live here surrounded by the beauty that is the area of Trinidad. Please do not participate in any Feasibility Study. I
am sure the City of Trinidad could put that money to better use for city services.
Kathryn Donahue
5th District Resident.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jacqueline Johnson
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: HBMWD Discussion
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 12:56:15 PM

Dear City Council Members,

I am writing to voice my opposition the City of Trinidad even considering participation in a pipeline from HBMWD
to Trinidad.  Such an option would lead to uncontrollable growth and development and take away from the natural
beauty and all the reasons that make Trinidad so special.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Johnson
Eureka, CA

Sent from my iPhone
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From: carolyn belak
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: HBMWD pipeline proposal
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 4:42:37 PM

Dear Trinidad City Council, 

As an employee of the Telonicher Marine Lab and a resident, I strongly urge you to deny the
request of HBMWD to pipe the Mad River. Doing so would open the floodgates to limitless
development and a tremendous increase in traffic to our small town, a glimpse of which we
saw this past summer. With more visitors we have already seen detrimental effects from
pollution on our streets and local waterways - as an avid diver, I witnessed this personally
along the entire stretch from Patrick's Point to Moonstone Beach. Pursuing this pipeline
project would surely result in further damage to our local wildlife, one of the gems of this
beautiful coast town. 

Please, for the preservation of our ecosystem and our town's character, say NO to this pipeline
proposal. 

Thank you for your consideration,
Carolyn Belak
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From: reilley Mullin
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: HBMWD services to Trinidad, discussion
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 10:36:05 AM

Dear City Council Members,

I am strongly opposed to the City of Trinidad adopting a water pipeline from HBMWD to Trinidad

Trinidad already struggles with the management of vacation rentals and transient populations as we experienced last
summer.  Inevitably, unrestrained growth and development would serve to draw large crowds on our trails and
beaches, and destroy the unique qualities that we all love about Trinidad.

Instead, I'd like to see Trinidad pursue the development of sustainable means of living within the constraints of our
existing local water shed.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Reilley Mullin
Trinidad, CA
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From: Stanley Binnie
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 8:51:47 AM

City of Trinidad Council Members,

I am writing in opposition to the City of Trinidad hooking up to a proposed
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District pipeline. 

Although we no longer live in the City of Trinidad we are still interested and
concerned about what happens in that community.

I assume the City would have to contribute a considerable sum of money to cover
construction costs of this pipeline. 

The pipeline would increase the likelihood of approval and construction of the
Rancheria's hotel project as well as other commercial projects they have planned--
which I also oppose. 

It would promote increased pressure for additional residential and commercial
development along the course of the pipeline as others would want to hook up to
this new water supply.  This would forever change the character of the rural, laid-
back atmosphere of the Trinidad area that attracted many of the current residents
here in the first place.

And finally, it seems it would also increase the feasibility of construction of a
sewage treatment plant which would further spur more development.

Sincerely,
Stan Binnie-former Trinidad City Council Member/Mayor
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From: Nikki Tides
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: I am opposed to the Trinidad Casino expansion and pipeline project
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:50:36 PM

I would like to express my opposition to the building of a ten-story hotel and Gas Station (!) on Scenic Drive which
also requires a water pipeline and destruction of residential property (including ours)  on Westhaven Drive. This
whole project is inappropriate for our rural community composed of quietly nestled homes in a green, peaceful
setting. There is no essential need for this project, it is a private profit-driven concept that seems inconceivable in
this troubling time of pandemic crisis!  It certainly should not have priority over essential projects that could enrich
the community.

Anne Nikitiades

Sent from my iPhone
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From: jbrycekenny@gmail.com
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: "David Grover"; "Richard Clompus"; "Tom Davies"; "Steve Ladwig"; "Jack West"
Subject: Item 2 January 26, 2021 agenda
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 1:43:47 PM

Dear City Council:
 
I write to respectfully disagree with the City Manager’s recommendation with regard to the city
participating in a feasibility study to bring Mad River water north of the Little River.  I disagree with
the statement that rampant development is not a good reason to decline to participate In the study. 
While it is true that Trinidad can regulate its growth through local zoning and ordinances, the greater
Trinidad area does not have that level of autonomy.  Westhaven and North Trinidad are subject to
the vagaries of the County Planning Commission and the Board of Supervisors, which serve a much
larger population base and allow for less “fine tuning” to meet the desires of small subareas within
the larger overlay.  
 
At this point, only the Trinidad Rancheria is requesting water from the HBMWD, to support its plans
for economic expansion, which include a tripling of the size of its casino, the construction of a 5.5
story Hyatt Hotel on the shores of Trinidad Bay, and a new freeway interchange between Westhaven
and Trinidad.  These plans are not popular with the general population of the greater Trinidad area,
which does not share their vision of a mega-casino being the defining feature of the Trinidad area.
 
Moreover, there is no compelling reason to buy into the Mad River option at this time.  Trinidad is in
the process of studying and documenting the flows in Luffenholtz Creek.  Thus far, it has proven
adequate to supply the city and those outside the city who are already connected to water service. 
If the city is careful not to over allocate the resource, there is no reason to believe that it will not be
sufficient to continue to be adequate in the future.  While climate change is real, there is no
certainty what it will mean in the future.  If necessary, there are other water sources that Trinidad
could consider in the future, if and when it is necessary to do that.  For example, it could reacquire
rights to Mill Creek or acquire rights to the Little River.  Or, as Supervisor Madrone has pointed out
many times, augment Luffenholtz by tapping into aquafers in the watershed rather than only taking
surface water.
 
Unlimited water availability inevitably leads to denser development, which requires more
infrastructure, creating a slippery slope, the results of which can be seen in the numerous
subdivisions which have occurred in McKinleyville since the 1990’s.  The people north of the Little
River do not want to live in a community like that.  While it is true that McKinleyville has a central
sewer system, new technologies have created new ways to process wastewater on ever smaller
parcels.  It is basically a matter of spending money on the engineering and necessary equipment.
 
Now is not the time to “buy in” to the idea of bringing Mad River water to Trinidad and the
surrounding area.  The city should decline to participate in the study.
 
Sincerely,
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Bryce Kenny



From: Trinidad Retreats~Vacation Rentals on the Redwood Coast
To: Trinidad City Manager; City of Trinidad
Cc: Trinidad Retreats
Subject: Letter for City Council
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:59:18 AM

To: Trinidad City Council
Re: STR Urgency Moratorium

Please distribute this letter to all council members and read it into the public record at tonight's
city council meeting.

It has now been approximately 6 weeks since the city council issued the STR Urgency
Moratorium and shut down all lodging in Trinidad's city limits to non-essential short term
stays which comprises 100% of our lodging business.  At no time during this past 6 weeks has
Humboldt County banned non-essential travel and lodging nor has our Northern California
Region.  Yesterday Governor Newsom lifted the Stay at Home Orders across all regions in
California.  We request the Urgency Moratorium be lifted immediately and that the city fall in
line with the state and county guidelines.

During the time since this moratorium was initiated in mid December the following FACTS
occured:
  

Governor Newsom LIFTED the Stay at Home Order for ALL of California regions as of
yesterday.  
The Northern California Region NEVER issued a Stay at Home Order because it's ICU
capacity NEVER reached near or below 15% capacity.  
Humboldt County went from the purple tier down to the red tier and recently back up to
the purple tier.  However, the purple tier does not restrict lodging and at no point during
the past 6 weeks did Humboldt County restrict non-essential travel and lodging.

The city of Trinidad did not tie this moratorium to any specific criteria making it aimless.  At
this point it appears solely to be a discriminatory measure that further cripples the local
economy of Trinidad for no reason other than fear.  If residents and visitors alike follow
guidelines to wear masks and maintain social distance of 6 ft. on local trails and in local shops
then spread of Covid will be minimized.  Shutting down short term rentals in the city of
Trinidad does not preclude visitors from staying just outside our city limits who then come to
Trinidad to walk our local trails and shop in our local stores.  All it does is prevent lodging
businesses from earning revenue and paying transient occupancy taxes, the second largest
revenue stream  (now trickle) for the city.  It increases our local unemployment and makes our
STR's vulnerable to increased theft.  While the health and safety of the city is of primary
importance so is the economy.  Please reconsider this moratorium and in the future tie the city
guidelines directly to the county who has public health experts who are better prepared and
positioned to make these decisions.

Sincerely, 

Jonna Kitchen, General Manager
(707) 599-6249
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From: Jane Williams
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; Ted Pease
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water- Development will Run Amok!
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 4:11:48 PM

To Whom This May Concern:

I AM UNEQUIVOCALLY AND PERPETUALLY AGAINST UNLIMITED
GROWTH NORTH OF LITTLE RIVER! I am asking the city council to
not EVER get involved with bringing water in pipelines north of
Little River. 

I was greatly dismayed to hear about another huge problem  heading for
Trinidad — a waterline across the Little River that would open up the entire
area for development! Can you imagine turning our beautiful Trinidad,
Westhaven, Moonstone, Big Lagoon and more into tasteless tract homes,
as well as a ghastly mini-skyscraper Hyatt hotel, with new freeway
cloverleafs that does not at all fit with our local area, our values, our unique
and special place on the North Coast? Someone will make a ton of money,
many someones. This area will become a worse tourist trap, we will need
stoplights in Trinidad and elsewhere. You of course remember in the town of
Trinidad on the 4th of July 2020, where urine ran through the streets of
Trinidad as a result of unlawfully parked campers on Main Street
overnight? Soon we will need a police force! More of that to come! Gross!
Disgusting! Unnecessary! Preventable! Stupid beyond belief!

On Tuesday (1/26), the Trinidad City Council will discuss whether the city
wants to be part of this. Since I very much value Trinidad area’s rural
character, I am contacting the City Council et al, and asking that they
vehemently oppose this absurd and stupid plan. I will be telling my
Humboldt County supervisors, too, since most of the impact will be on
unincorporated parts of the county from Moonstone Heights to Big Lagoon.

HARP (Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning) is
VERY concerned about the growth-inducing implications of
a water line extension from Humboldt  Bay Municipal Water
District to the Trinidad area.

In June 2020, sidestepping the Coastal Commission, the
Trinidad Rancheria asked the Humboldt Bay Municipal
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Water District (HBMWD) to extend a pipeline from
McKinleyville to the Rancheria’s trust lands south of
Trinidad. Drinking water is a growth-inducing magnet to
developers, and many people are convinced that the
rustic, rural nature of the greater Trinidad area will be
lost forever if this happens. WATER SERVICE ALLOWS
FOR SUBDIVISION OF LAND INTO SMALL PARCELS, AND
THUS MUCH DENSER DEVELOPMENT beyond the planned
Hyatt hotel.

Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District is a wholesaler
that sells water to McKinleyville, Arcata, Eureka, and
several other small communities (but not Westhaven or
Trinidad, which have their own water supplies).

HBMWD and the Rancheria are still in very preliminary
negotiations, and no definite agreement has been
reached, although in January 2021, they agreed upon a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to do a feasibility
study. 

In December, 2020, Humboldt Bay sent letters to the city
of Trinidad, the Westhaven Community Services District,
and the McKinleyville Community Services District asking
if they were interested in being involved in the feasibility
study, and eventually connecting to the proposed
pipeline. Westhaven refused outright, because of the
expense involved.

Trinidad will consider a response to HBMWD’s letter
at a special City Council meeting to be held (virtually)
on Tuesday, January 26 at 6 PM. 

See you then!

Jane Williams MD 
Resident of Trinidad area



From: Ron Zemel
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad river water supply
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 4:26:17 PM

My name is Ron Zemel.
I have resided in the greater Trinidad area for going over 40 years. I am in total agreement with what our 5th district
supervisor Steve Madrone had written to you concerning the future of the quality of life for ourselves and our
children. The drought that we are in makes us be more aware of our potential need for a greater water supply. Our
option of improving our existing water supply and developing grey water systems maKes much more sense to me. If
an agreement is made with the McKinnleyville water district, it will make this community more reliant on a outside
water source. This source may or may not be able to supply the promised amount of filtered water in the future.
Then what? I do not believe that the proposed casino hotel should dictate the quality of our lives here. The need for
more water will always be there, but the peacefulness of our community will not be if we're not diligent.
Please do not approve this study.

Ron Zemel
489N. Westhaven Dr.
Trinidad, ca.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:rzemel3@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Gail Sherman
To: City of Trinidad
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 1:32:06 PM

Members of the Trinidad City Council: 

Please do not get involved in or sanction the bringing of water north of
Little River. 

All of us, residents and visitors alike, highly value Trinidad's truly unique rural character. It is
what moves us to want to live here and to visit. I am certain if visitors to our lovely area
were given a chance to speak on this issue, they too would want Trinidad to remain as
beautifully rural and undeveloped as it is today. If this project goes through, and water is
allowed to cross Little River, Trinidad will become another over developed Santa Cruz
Beach Boardwalk. Can you imagine? There are too few beach areas as pristine as Trinidad
left in California. Don't we want to leave our children and grandchildren the same pure air,
sea, land and open space -  without crowds -  that we enjoyed while we lived here? 
 
I strongly oppose any idea or plan that would lead to rampant development north of Little
River and ask that you please oppose any plan to bring water across Little River. 

Thank you.

Gail Sherman 

mailto:gailrs1@hotmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
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From: Beryl Feldman
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 2:19:06 PM



City Council of Trinidad:

Please do not get involved with bringing Mad River
water north of Little River.  

Respectfully,

Beryl Feldman
McKinleyville 

mailto:berylfeldman@icloud.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Cora Moore
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trindad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 5:15:23 PM

Hello, 

As a property owner in Westhaven, I'm writing to oppose expansion of Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District  water pipeline north of Little River. Please help us keep the
rustic charm of this area. Growth is inevitable, let's delay it as long as possible! 

Thank you for your consideration,

Coralysa Moore
681 Old Wagon Rd., 
Trinidad, CA 95570

mailto:Cora@live.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trindad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
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Dear Trinidad City Council and residents: January 24th, 2021 
 
Locally, we are all very concerned about water supplies and 
water resiliency for the greater Trinidad area. The recent 
drought has brought that point home and improving our water 
supplies is critical to our health and safety. Everyone would probably 
agree with that. The question is how do we do that? 
 
There are two general pathways to proceed. One path works to live 
within the means of our local watersheds to provide water and does 
not have a “growth inducing element”. The other path involves 
bringing water in from outside our watersheds (HBMWD-Mad River 
water) and has a “growth inducing element”. 
 
Either path will take years if not decades to implement and so no 
matter what path the community decides to follow, if we begin now 
to implement the local water supply enhancement and resiliency 
project, we will be all that much better off. 
 
The “local sustainable path” focuses on fixing leaks in our existing 
distribution systems; increasing rainwater collection and hard tank 
storage all over the community; installing rainwater collection 
groundwater recharge facilities throughout the headwaters; and 
tapping gravity flow distributed springs that reduce disinfection 
byproducts; These improvements could more than quadruple our 
exiting storage, while also improving water quality. With a 
distributed storage approach our reliability will increase and fire-
fighting safety as well. 
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The other path, a regional approach involves bringing a pipeline 
from the Mad River to our area. While there is lots of excess water 
available from their current water right, that is untreated water that 
the pulp mills used. Treated water is not in large excess supply and 
the district needs to evaluate the future demand needs of their 
existing customers like Arcata and Eureka before offering new 
contracts. 
 
This approach also comes with growth inducement. One of the 
reasons that the Trinidad area is such a desirable place to live is 
because it is not over developed like so many other places, especially 
coastal towns. Limited sewer and water, geology and geography have 
constrained development. 
 
Unlimited water can double densities in our local area. One example 
of this is a subdivision proposed along Stage Coach Road just outside 
town, just a few years ago. It was proposed as an 18 acre-18 parcel 
subdivision. Every 1 acre parcel would have had a well and a septic 
system potentially polluting each others wells. The development was 
reduced to 9-two acre parcels. With water the density could have 
doubled.  
 
Increased growth means increased crowds in town and at beaches 
and on trails. Imagine the kinds of crowds we saw this summer 
being here all year long and even bigger in the summer. Our 
community is at a critical juncture in deciding what kind of 
community we want in the future.  
 
We either hold the ground on slow careful development or throw 
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that to the wind and remove one of two major barriers to growth. A 
recently developed Municipal Service Review by LAFCO does not 
consider any of this growth potential and its impacts. There are 
major LAFCO issues with this pipeline extension proposal and there 
would be many hearings, along with major permitting hurdles, 
CEQA, being in the Coastal Zone, with major wetlands and more. 
 
The question here is not does the City want to study this 
alternate or not. The question is does the city want to hold on to 
its character and the qualities that attracted us all here or not. 
 
If the city wants to hold onto its special qualities than reject this 
study. It has already been studied before. The only thing that 
changes are that the estimates go up from $1.9 million in 2001, to $5 
million in 2008, and with the increased costs of materials, 
construction, and permitting over the past 13 years, costs could be 
as much as $10-20 million dollars now. Even if Westhaven, Trinidad, 
and the Rancheria all participated, the costs to do this project and 
maintain the backup Luffenholtz system would more than likely 
raise rates for customers. 
 
Lets double down on all of the sustainable water supply actions we 
can take. There are many grant programs out there to help the city 
and area residents implement these practices. These efforts actually 
have the potential to lower rates in the future. Lets get started now. 
As always, I offer my free assistance with any of these stewardship 
efforts  that you want to implement. 
 
Sincerely, Steve Madrone, 5th District Supervisor 





From: Graham Cunliffe
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad river water
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 3:45:48 PM

I am against bringing Humboldt bay water north of Little River, please do not get involved in the feasibility study to
bring mad river water north.  Any increase in water availability would ruin the rural nature of the greater Trinidad
area. Sincerely, Christina Cunliffe

mailto:tcunliffe50@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Donald Bremm
To: City Clerk
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.goc; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 4:09:26 PM

Dear Members of the Trinidad City Council,

I am adamantly opposed to piping the Mad River Water to north of Little River.  My property on which we
live and our winery (Moonstone Crossing) is located just north of the Little River on the east side of Rt
101.  Our neighborhood (Moonstone Heights) and neighborhoods to the north will be ripe for over-
development and unlimited growth given a nearly endless supply of Mad River Water.  

Please say "NO !!!"  to the HBMWD's request for cooperation in this foolish endeavor. 

Thank you,
Donald J. Bremm and Sharon J. Hanks 

mailto:donbremm@yahoo.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.goc
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Gail Kenny
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 10:35:40 AM

Dear Trinidad City Council:

Please do not get involved with bringing water north of Little River through
a pipeline connected with Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District. This
would create increased growth and development in Trinidad proper and in
the greater Trinidad area. Keep Trinidad small!

Sincerely,

Gail Kenny
Trinidad, CA

mailto:gailgkenny@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov


From: esther lavidaloca
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 10:05:55 PM

Dear City Clerk and City Council members,

I am writing to ask that you do not get involved with the Rancheria in bringing a water pipeline north of the
Little River. 
As a long time resident since ‘94 of Trinidad, I can attest to, like so many others, the beauty and magic our
little town holds. Please consider the long term impact the water pipeline would have on our beautiful
scenery. Our local natural beauty is the reason why I wouldn’t call anywhere else home, but Trinidad. 

Thank you for your consideration,
Esther Benemann 

mailto:surflovelife@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Lore Snell
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 9:27:33 PM

To Whom it May Concern:

The proposed water line extension  from Humboldt Municipal Water Disrict to the Trinidad area is a bad idea.  A water line of
this magnitude would irrevocably change the essence of what makes Trinidad and the surrounding  area  special.  It would
open up the possibility  of  concentrated  development  that is not sustainable environmentally. The pipeline will make big
developments  like the Rancheria's proposed  100 room hotel possible.  It will change the small town character of Trinidad
permanently.  

The cost of this project  goes far beyond dollars spent.  We are all stewards of this land that we call home.  I urge you to
keep Trinidad  pristine and say No! to excessive  development that will ultimately  destroy what we love.  

Sincerely,  Lore Snell

mailto:loresnell@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Jim & Virginia Waters
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River water
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 5:46:23 PM

We object to the Rancheria's proposal to bring Mad River water up to the
greater Trinidad area.  Abundant water would make further development
possible, to the detriment of the environment and rural character of the
area.  Consequently, along with HARP, we urge the city not to get involved
with the feasibility study about bringing water up here.

Bringing water in was discussed nearly 50 years ago, and several times
since.  Enough people objected each time that the proposal was dropped.  We
hope that happens again.

James and Virginia Waters, Stagecoach Road

mailto:jvwaters@suddenlink.net
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Ann Warner
To: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River Water
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:01:57 AM

Dear City Council Members,

I am speaking out against participation in the Feasibility Analysis to bring HBMWD Services
to Trinidad for the following reasons:

1. There has not been a discussion about the long term goals of the City of Trinidad nor is
there any public document from the City regarding current short or long term goals for the
City and residents.  (The General Plan on the City website is from 1978).  Planning needs to
be the first step.

2. Increasing the supply of potable water in the City of Trinidad will remove the natural
constraints on development and expose the city up to all the unintended consequences of
development.  

3. It is clear from reading the recent Council Meeting minutes, there are significant issues in
the City as a result of the unfettered growth of transient rental properties that have overrun the
City.  Until the current problems resulting from the transient occupancy of so many private
homes are resolved for the residents of Trinidad, it seems like putting fuel on a fire to invite
more transient occupants into the City.  

It is my hope that the City of Trinidad will invest in the attributes that have heretofore made it
so desirable and limit rapid, unplanned growth, improve the beach trails, and improve the
safety of pedestrians along the main streets.   

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ann Warner
Arcata, CA

mailto:awarnernagy@gmail.com
mailto:jwest@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov
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mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Meighan O"Brien
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: My Comment to Trinidad City Council members re ad River Water
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 12:42:46 PM

Dear City Clerk,
Please distribute the following comment to the City Council Members before the
meeting January 26, 2021.

Many thanks-
Meighan O'Brien
707-267-5435

Dear City Council Members,
I am writing to urge you to please not enter into a feasibility study with the Trinidad
Rancheria about tapping into the HBMWD system.

If the Rancheria enters into this study alone and if the pipe is brought north, it will be a
much smaller pipe, than if Trinidad was also interested in the water. If the larger pipe
comes north, it will lead to massive sprawl and development north of the Little River,
ruining our special rural area.

Please do what is best for all residents and homeowners in the Trinidad Area and
keep the jewel protected the only way you can- by maintaining the excellent water
system you have(even in these drought times- you deliver!) and not tying into a large
volume of water that will only lead to growth.Westhaven wisely has said they will not
enter into this study, as they cherish the quality of life they have- even though their
water supply is as tenuous, if not more so, than Trinidad's.

Please do not enter into this feasibility study with the Rancheria.

Many thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Meighan O'Brien
707-267-5435

mailto:meighanobrien@yahoo.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Alicia Adrian
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: Ted Pease
Subject: No on Trinidad Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 10:55:24 AM

Hello,

Only If you want our beautiful, unique coastline to become another LA would you even think of such a thing. 
Please...no.

Thank you for your consideration,

Alicia Adrian

mailto:kudraridge@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:tedpeasemedia@gmail.com


From: Meg Stofsky
To: Mike Wilson
Cc: cityclerk@ci.eureka.ca.gov; tedpeasemedia@gmail.com; Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: No to Humboldt Bay water pipeline to Trinidad
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 1:37:37 PM

Hi Mike and others in this email. I am writing to urge you to oppose the Humboldt Bay water
pipeline from Little River to Trinidad. There are a number of ways this is wrong, as outlined
by Supervisor Madrone's letter to the Trinidad City Council, from astronomical expense to a
very small community to encouraging unsustainable development that would forever alter the
character of the Trinidad area to the fact that Trinidad already experiences dangerous water
shortages during drought times. Westhaven residents oppose it. The CA Coastal Commission
has serious concerns, as outlined over numerous Trinidad City Council meetings related to the
Trinidad Rancheria hotel project which is the reason this proposal continues to be a serious
issue. Note that I have attended many of these meetings in person and by Zoom for several
years. 
Instead, please consider and Support Supervisor Madrone's  well thought out, long term and
practical proposals: ".... local  sustainable  path”  focuses  on  fixing  leaks  in  our  existing
distribution  systems;  increasing  rainwater  collection  and  hard  tank storage  all  over  the 
community;  installing  rainwater  collection groundwater  recharge  facilities  throughout  the 
headwaters;  and  tapping gravity  flow  distributed  springs  that  reduce  disinfection 
byproducts; These  improvements  could  more  than  quadruple  our  exiting  storage, while 
also  improving  water  quality.  With  a  distributed  storage  approach our  reliability  will 
increase  and  fire-fighting  safety  as  well". 
The current proposal for study and ultimate enactment is just wrong.
Thank you for your consideration.
Margaret (Meg) Stofsky
Eureka

mailto:mstofsky87@gmail.com
mailto:mike.wilson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:cityclerk@ci.eureka.ca.gov
mailto:tedpeasemedia@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Nikki Tides
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: No to unlimited growth
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 8:03:56 PM

I am against unlimited growth north of Little River.  Trinidad should remain a historical village without ten story
buildings on cliff-sides and gas stations on geologically delicate land. 

mailto:nikkitides@yahoo.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Julia Hjerpe
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Objection to Proposed Water Pipeline
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 11:39:51 AM

City Council of Trinidad,

I am writing to voice my strong opposition to the proposed water pipeline. I have lived in
Trinidad my whole life and this community is very important to me.  What distinguishes
Humboldt County from the rest of California is our relatively undisturbed natural beauty.  In
particular, Trinidad exemplifies the most beautiful aspects of Humboldt. In a world plagued by
environmental disaster, we should be fighting to preserve the land by limiting our water use to
the “local, sustainable path” supported by Steve Madrone. 

Constructing a waterpipe from Trinidad to the Mad River watershed would be costly,
burdensome, and hugely destructive to one of the most pristine stretches of coastline. Not only
that, but the additional water would allow an unnatural influx of growth.  In 10 years, Crannell
Road could be filled with subdivisions. Trinidad could easily turn into another Venice Beach. 

The greatest motivator for this project is the construction of a Hyatt motel to increase funds to
the Yurok Tribe.  However, I believe there are many other ways to support the Tribe that
wouldn't destroy the environment nor funnel most of the profits back to a large corporation.
We cannot ignore the violent legacy of genocide and cultural erasion that continues to divide
and harm our community. We need to be proactive and address the racism which is
undoubtedly present in Trinidad, but building this pipeline is not the answer. 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration,
-- Julia Hjerpe

(707) 672-2277
julia.hjerpe.96@gmail.com
P.O. Box 200 Trinidad CA 95570

mailto:julia.hjerpe.96@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
mailto:julia.hjerpe.96@gmail.com


From: Margaret Kellermann
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Oppose water pipeline project
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 6:54:04 AM

A Trinidad resident for 7 years, a local news columnist, a member of Trinidad Coastal Land Trust and a monthly
beach-garbage picker-upper, I oppose the proposed Humboldt Bay water pipeline project.

I moved south to Humboldt from downtown Portland in order to live a peaceful life in a very small coastal town,
away from traffic, crowds and the resulting general noise.

The pipeline would encourage higher density of housing. This would bring traffic to this quiet area that Cape Cod
Massachusetts, Newport Oregon, and many other previously peaceful getaways have experienced for the last few
decades. With unrestrained growth, constant traffic slows everything to a crawl.

With only a few two-lane roads, Trinidad doesn’t have the infrastructure or “bandwidth” to accommodate a
population boom.

Consider all this as you speak on Tuesday.

Thank you,

Margaret Kellermann

mailto:bluelakestudio239@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Carolyn Fernandez
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Opposition to Mad River Water piped north of Little River
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:09:40 PM

To the Trinidad City Council,
 
I am writing to state my opposition to the proposed water pipe The Trinidad Rancheria
has asked Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District to extend north of Little River for
the future development of their hotel.
 
I have lived in your neighboring community of Westhaven for 40 years and cherish
our rural and rustic quality of life. In my opinion, this water pipeline would clear the
way for unlimited development in our area, changing it forever.
 
Please do not get involved with the feasibility study for bringing water north of  Little
River.
 
Sincerely,
Carolyn Fernandez

mailto:carolyn.p.fern@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
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From: Franklin D Moitoza
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Opposition to Water Pipeline
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 12:20:29 PM

To whom it may concern:

I would like to take the time to voice my opposition to participation in the extension of the
HBMWD pipeline from its current extent to Trinidad. As it is quite well known, Trinidad is an
area of Special Biological Significance and holds the small town charm of an old northern
California coast fishing village. The ability for development to overwhelm the landscape and
harm the ecosystem cannot be overlooked.  If you decide to be a part of the feasibility study,
please do only with the regard of keeping the process transparent, so that everyone can see
what is planned and likely join in rejecting this pipeline. 

Thank you for your consideration,
Franklin Moitoza

mailto:Franklin.Moitoza@humboldt.edu
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Robert Yosha
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 10:51:02 AM

Friends,

I want to advance clearly my opposition to the proposed water pipeline targeted for Trinidad
infrastructure and likely development. 
For many reasons, it's the wrong goal for Trinidad.

Thanks,
Robert Yosha

mailto:ryosha@hotmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


From: Ruben Vadas-Williams
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Please Read.
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 2:28:31 PM

To Whom This May Concern:

I AM UNEQUIVOCALLY AND PERPETUALLY AGAINST UNLIMITED
GROWTH NORTH OF LITTLE RIVER! I am asking the city council to
not EVER get involved with bringing water in pipelines north of
Little River. 

I was greatly dismayed to hear about another huge problem  heading for
Trinidad — a waterline across the Little River that would open up the entire
area for development! Can you imagine turning our beautiful Trinidad,
Westhaven, Moonstone, Big Lagoon and more into tasteless tract homes,
as well as a ghastly mini-skyscraper Hyatt hotel, with new freeway
cloverleafs that does not at all fit with our local area, our values, our unique
and special place on the North Coast? Someone will make a ton of money,
many someones. This area will become a worse tourist trap, we will need
stoplights in Trinidad and elsewhere. You of course remember in the town of
Trinidad on the 4th of July 2020, where urine ran through the streets of
Trinidad as a result of unlawfully parked campers on Main Street
overnight? Soon we will need a police force! More of that to come! Gross!
Disgusting! Unnecessary! Preventable! Stupid beyond belief!

On Tuesday (1/26), the Trinidad City Council will discuss whether the city
wants to be part of this. Since I very much value Trinidad area’s rural
character, I am contacting the City Council et al, and asking that they
vehemently oppose this absurd and stupid plan. I will be telling my
Humboldt County supervisors, too, since most of the impact will be on
unincorporated parts of the county from Moonstone Heights to Big Lagoon.

HARP (Humboldt Alliance for Responsible Planning) is
VERY concerned about the growth-inducing implications of
a water line extension from Humboldt  Bay Municipal Water
District to the Trinidad area.

In June 2020, sidestepping the Coastal Commission, the
Trinidad Rancheria asked the Humboldt Bay Municipal
Water District (HBMWD) to extend a pipeline from

mailto:rubenjayvw@gmail.com
mailto:cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov


McKinleyville to the Rancheria’s trust lands south of
Trinidad. Drinking water is a growth-inducing magnet to
developers, and many people are convinced that the
rustic, rural nature of the greater Trinidad area will be
lost forever if this happens. WATER SERVICE ALLOWS
FOR SUBDIVISION OF LAND INTO SMALL PARCELS, AND
THUS MUCH DENSER DEVELOPMENT beyond the planned
Hyatt hotel.

Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District is a wholesaler
that sells water to McKinleyville, Arcata, Eureka, and
several other small communities (but not Westhaven or
Trinidad, which have their own water supplies).

HBMWD and the Rancheria are still in very preliminary
negotiations, and no definite agreement has been
reached, although in January 2021, they agreed upon a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to do a feasibility
study. 

In December, 2020, Humboldt Bay sent letters to the city
of Trinidad, the Westhaven Community Services District,
and the McKinleyville Community Services District asking
if they were interested in being involved in the feasibility
study, and eventually connecting to the proposed
pipeline. Westhaven refused outright, because of the
expense involved.

Trinidad will consider a response to HBMWD’s letter
at a special City Council meeting to be held (virtually)
on Tuesday, January 26 at 6 PM. 

See you then!

Ruben Vadas-Williams 
Resident of Trinidad area



From: ninacolor@humboldt1.com
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Proposal for waterline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:59:43 AM

Dear City Clerk,

I urgently oppose a proposal that the City of Trinidad  participate in a water pipeline project from the Humboldt Bay
Municipal Water District (HBMWD) to Trinidad.
As a resident of Trinidad for most of my life, since 1959, I have seen various proposals come to the city Council that
would change the uniqueness of our small town of Trinidad. All over the world small towns have been inundated
with outsiders and developers and once these small towns give in to outside pressures the town is never the same
again. Once a small town is modified to accommodate more people, more businesses etc. there is no turning back.
I urge the Trinidad City Council, with all my heart, to please oppose this proposal as it is obvious that it will open up
a lot of land for development and for more businesses and we will lose our small beautiful town of Trinidad.

Please consider this as you make your decision.

Sincerely, Nina Groth
PO Box 653
Trinidad, CA. 95570
707-599-2456

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Sue Y Lee
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Proposal to participate in feasibility analysis
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 10:55:54 PM

Dear City Council Members,
We have been residents of Westhaven for 50 plus years, and one of us had an opportunity for an excellent
position in an urban east coast area and turned it down because of the quality of life in a highly densely populated
area. Quality of life for us means the presence of nature and open space.

We are probably safe in saying that almost everyone who lives in Trinidad and the adjacent areas has the same
vision for the future of Trinidad. We all want a reliable source of good clean water, and we want Trinidad and the
surrounding areas to retain the natural beauty and the special qualities of Trinidad for which we moved here and
have remained here. 

We are opposed to the proposed pipeline from the HBMWD to supply water to Trinidad because unlimited water
will undoubtedly increase the population density here substantially and change the current character of Trinidad and
the adjacent areas. 

We can retain our common vision for Trinidad and adjacent areas if we have the will to work together and find a
solution that is acceptable to all. We call on all parties to find that solution for the sake of our common vision. 

Sincerely,
Archie Mossman
Sue Y. Lee Mossman 
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From: samantha everett
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Proposed Mad River Water Supply
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 6:46:13 PM

To Trinidad City Council,
I live a half mile outside of the Trinidad city center. I agree wholeheartedly with Supervisor
Madrone that using outside entities to supply water to Trinidad is a grave mistake. The issue
of water seems an ongoing issue with the City Council. I ask why that is? California is way
behind in rainfall. There seems to be a disconnect from the fact that we are in a drought. I
strongly support Supervisors Madrones ideas to improve Trinidad's water supply as noted in
his letter to the Council. Depending on an outside water source during climate change and
California's drought makes no sense and short sighted. 

The idea to increase the population of Trinidad for an unknown gain is extremely disturbing.
We live in a lovely peaceful unique town and to violate what makes our area special is
unconscionable. Having a hotel built  that would use massive amounts of water during a
drought that may be with us for years is again unconscionable. Having those with an invested
gain in the hotel for the purpose of increasing their wealth at the expensive of our community
is criminal.

Thank You,
Samantha Everett
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From: Aaron Patterson
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: Jane Williams
Subject: Proposed water pipe line to Trinidad
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 10:08:02 AM

I am a long-time Humboldt County resident. I have lived in Eureka, Arcata, Mckinleyville,
and now in Trinidad on Patrick’s Point Drive for the last 14 years. I am adamantly against the
proposed water pipeline to Trinidad. Trinidad and Westhaven are what they are because of the
tight restrictions on development, thank goodness.
As many long time Humboldt County residents know, Trinidad is the premier place to spend
the day at the beach or in the redwoods.  Why is that?  It’s the beauty.  Will a pipeline
contribute to this beauty? Will more development contribute to this natural wonder of a place?
 Will some big stupid hotel scabbed onto the side of a hill by the casino contribute to the
majesty of our landscape? These are easy questions to answer, and the answer is “No”.
 Progress isn’t always progress. Less is always more in the long run.

Thank you, 

Aaron Patterson
Get Outlook for 
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To:      Trinidad City Council 
Date:   Jan 25, 2021 
Re:      Mad River Water 
 
 
We urge the Council to not be involved in a feasibility study to determine a proposed pipeline to bring 
water to Trinidad.   As indicated in the General Plan, we have an obligation to preserve the pristine 
nature of this coastal area.   General Plans are years in the making.   Ignoring our Plan makes a 
mockery of the political process and will have wasted years of preparation.  This proposed pipeline 
would signal the end of our unique and historic landmark town.    
 
“Growth” and “expansion”  in a fragile ecosystem such as ours in Trinidad, could have drastic 
consequences on the quality and availability of water to residents and visitors in the future.  The town’s 
septic system could easily be compromised.   Instead of “development” we should be focused on 
conservation and sustainability of our natural resources and open spaces for people, plants and wildlife.  
As Native communities have done historically in regard to decision making, try to imagine the future of 
Trinidad for seven generations to come.  Only then, after serious thought, please issue the most 
farsighted vote in regard to our most precious resource, our water.         
 
Respectfully, 
 
Maria Bartlett 
828 Edwards St. 
Trinidad   
 
 
Riley Talkington 
806B Edwards St. 
Trinidad 
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Subject: Mad River Water
From: Andrea Bustos <andreabustos28@yahoo.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 22, 2021 10:29 am

To: "cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov" <cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov>

Cc: 
"dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov" <dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov>, "tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov"
<tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov>, "rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov" <rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov>,
"sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov" <sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov>

To Whom it May Concern:

I am a 25 year resident concerned about the undesired growth that a water pipeline from McKinleyville would bring.
 Much of what I value about living here and raising my daughter here, is derived from the rural way of life that we
enjoy.  We already have seen an enormous increase in tourism and I worry about the immediate growth that would
happen if we start drawing from another non-local water source.  In addition, what are the environmental impacts of
constructing this across Clam Beach and Little River?  

I recognize and respect the sovereignty of the Trinidad Rancheria and Yurok tribe.  I know that the proposed hotel
would bring a lot of revenue, and I support that.  I just wish that this project could be viable on its own.  

I ask you as the city council to refrain from involving the city of Trinidad in the decision to bring water from outside our
area.

Thank you,
Andrea Bustos
Westhaven, CA
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Subject: Mad River water
From: Daniel Chandler <dwchandl@suddenlink.net>
Date: Thu, Jan 21, 2021 7:54 pm

To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov

I am opposed to bringing water from the Mad River to the casino in Trinidad. Is this large hotel the kind of development we want 
in the area? 

Dan Chandler

Daniel Chandler
436 Old Wagon Road
Trinidad, CA 95570
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January 21, 2021 
 
To: Trinidad City Council 
Re: City Council Agenda Item: Trinidad Water and Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District 
(HBMWD). 
 
From: Kathleen Lake, Trinidad Resident 
 
I am strongly opposed to the City of Trinidad engaging in any study regarding accessing 
HBMWD. Our current General Plan and our Draft Updated General Plan both require protection 
of our coastal village,it’s environment and open spaces.  Impacts of bringing water north of Little 
River would not be consistent with the General Plan in the current or in the new drafted forms. 
There is NO water emergency at this time. No water emergency has been declared. What has 
happened is the Trinidad Rancheria has requested water from this agency to develop a HYATT 
5 story hotel on a fragile bluff, in a protected scenic coastal area. Trinidad should not get 
involved with adjusting our water system plans to support development outside of Trinidad.  
 
Water in Trinidad, and other places in the world, has created development constraints. We are 
fortunate in that and that has been the direction that the City has taken since it’s beginning to 
keep the Village a place of environmental sanctuary and beauty.  
 
Framing and leveraging this agenda item as an environmental decision for Climate Change 
would be short sighted and wrong. That would be a cover-up, hiding the real issue that the 
actual outcome would be profits for developers and less protection of the environment and 
scenic nature of our town. All on the backs of the residents of Trinidad who are the ones who 
would clearly stand to lose. The impacts of this water development would have far reaching 
environmental impacts on environmentally sensitive habitats, significant biological diversity, and 
air and water quality.  
 
Bringing Mad River water to Trinidad would truly be a cash cow for  developers, banks and 
those that profit from development. Moving forward and requesting a study of this type moves 
the residents of Trinidad one step closer to losing control of their decisions about our own water 
supply, our water rates, our environment and the Village. A decision to investigate the costs 
would demonstrate the Council has far more interest in land developers, banks that loan the 
funds, etc., than the people who live and work here, or the environment.  
 
Trinidad has a water system. We have spent time and money investigating and finding that it 
has water to support all of the businesses and residents in Trinidad. We are a struggling 
incorporated municipality with few services and they become fewer all the time. We have lost 
many services in town including our police department. We do not need to lose our water 
system.  
 
Below is the City’s stance now, and in the past, on extending water service in the surrounding 
areas. The focus has always been, and remains, on preservation and limiting development.  
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Current General Plan  
https://trinidad.ca.gov/sites/trinidad.ca.gov/files/library/PlanningDocs/1978%20general%20plan.
pdf 
Many residential property owners...recognize that insufficient water supply has preserved the 
low density rural residential character of the area and they prefer it that way. They see the 
extension of the city water service into the area as an action that would trigger commercial and 
residential expansion and destroy the rural character of the area. There is also concern that 
additional water would overburden septic tanks and increase ground and surface water 
pollution. Proposals to form a water district to pay for a water service extension have been 
defeated by a sizable majority on several occasions.  
 
DRAFT GENERAL PLAN: CONSERVATION, OPEN SPACE & RECREATION ELEMENT pg.2 
https://trinidad.ca.gov/sites/trinidad.ca.gov/files/library/Conservation%200418%20w%20Figs.pdf 
3. Background: The City of Trinidad and its Planning Area contains ample natural resources and 
open spaces in and around its borders. These include, but are not limited to, a beautiful 
coastline, scenic offshore rocks, sheltered Trinidad Bay and harbor, coastal streams, rugged 
headlands, bountiful trails, viable timber stands, and rare, threatened and endangered plants 
and animals. The kelp beds around Trinidad Head are designated as a State Water Quality 
Protection Area (SWQPA) – Area of Special Biological Significance (ASBS) and Critical 
Coastal Area, and the City has been established as one of five California Coastal National 
Monument Gateways. The natural resources of the Trinidad area are described in more detail 
in the Background Report: Biology and Environment of the Trinidad Area dated October 2009. 
In 2008, the City also prepared an Integrated Coastal Watershed Management Plan that 
addresses a variety of water quality concerns and watershed management strategies. The 
following sections incorporate information and recommendations from these background reports 
among other sources. The City wishes to create a sustainable environment by identifying 
and conserving natural resources. The City also wishes to preserve as much open space 
as feasible to provide habitat for native species of plants and wildlife, minimize sprawl, 
maintain the aesthetic benefits of undeveloped land, and provide its residents with a full 
range of recreational opportunities. The goals, policies and programs of this Element address 
these aims by establishing the framework for the protection and enhancement of natural 
resources, protection of water quality, enhancement of open space, and providing for coastal 
access and recreational opportunities for Trinidad residents and visitors.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Kathleen Lake  
Trinidad Resident 
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EDWARD C. PEASE 
446 Mill Creek Lane/PO Box 996 

Trinidad, California 95570 
 
 
To: Trinidad City Council: Steve Ladwig, Jack West, Tom Davies,  

Dave Grover, Richard Clompus 
CC: Eli Naffah, city manager 
FR: Ted Pease & Brenda Cooper  
RE: Proposed Water Pipeline 
Date: Jan. 25, 2021 
 
As Trinidad residents who love this community and the pristine beauty and open coastline and 
forest that drew us here nearly 24 years ago, we urge the City Council to send the strongest 
possible “NO!” message regarding a proposed water pipeline linking the Trinidad area to the 
Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District (HBMWD). 
 
In times of drought and with the prospect of worse to come, we understand the temptation to 
consider how a water pipeline would ease the city’s water woes. But the costs — not only 
financial — of that water will be the destruction of the qualities that all of us love about living 
and working here.  
 
Once unlimited (untreated) water is available, forested hillsides from Moonstone to Big Lagoon 
that are now unsuited for development suddenly become prime building lots, and the area will be 
prime for a development boom. Such development would destroy the Trinidad area, and make us 
just another bustling California coastal town.  
 
With new housing and neighborhoods and people come other costs not only to the undeveloped 
character of our town and the surrounding area, but in terms of infrastructure like roads and 
utilities. Demand for a sewage treatment plant would be inevitable, because these hillsides and 
aquifers can’t handle more septic systems, and our shores would quickly become ruined by the 
additional polluted runoff. The development that will inevitably spring up along a water pipeline 
will make concerns about a Hyatt hotel and a Highway 101 interchange look like small potatoes. 
 
As we have said previously, one of the challenges to the Trinidad’s leaders and residents — 
perhaps our most important task — is the protection and stewardship of the qualities of this coast 
and this small community that drew us all here in the first place. Every change that we permit 
has the potential to whittle away, bit by bit, what we love about this town and surrounding area. 
We urge the City Council to think long and hard about the irreversible long-term impacts of 
decisions like this one. We need to look for sustainable and minimally impactful solutions, and 
take a long view in recognition of our responsibilities of stewards of this place. 
 
Thank you for all you do in service to this town. We don’t tell you often enough (if at all) how 
much we value the time and effort and energy that you put in, gratis, on behalf of this town. 
 
 



From: Paul Rosenblatt
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Letter in regard to further discussion by WCSD board of directors of the proposed Trinidad Rancheria pipeline

extension
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:51:34 PM
Attachments: wcsd TO HBMWD letter regarding Trinidad Rancheria extension 1-25-2021.pdf

Greetings to our neighbors in the City of Trinidad. In light of the invitation by the Humboldt
Bay Municipal Water District to participate in the study regarding the extension of a pipeline
to the Trinidad Rancheria and possibly Westhaven CSD and the City of Trinidad, our board
has several discussions regarding this during our December 2nd special meeting and
December 16th  2020 and January 20th 2021 regular meetings. Because of the reasons
outlined in this attached letter to the HBMWD Board of directors, which I hope you all will
read the Westhaven CSD has elected not to participate in this study. This is an important
subject which bears thorough investigation and thoughtful consideration by all parties. It
should be noted that the Westhaven CSD takes no position on whether or not it is
appropriate for the HBMWD to develop an out of service-area mainline extension to provide
water to the Trinidad Rancheria’s lands near Trinidad.

The Westhaven CSD has on a number of occasions recently reached out to the City
Manager, City Staff and some Council and Planning Commission Members to encourage
cooperative regional water resiliency planning by the Westhaven CSD and the City of
Trinidad. The Westhaven CSD is committed to working to find creative solutions to local
and regional water supply and quality issues within the Trinidad Bay Watershed’s localized
watersheds. Although there is not a one size fits all solution to this issue it is hoped by our
Board and Staff that we can collaborate for a resilient and thoughtful approach to our
greater communities water needs. I am always available to address any questions or
concerns that Council Members or City Staff may have for the Westhaven CSD regarding
our current and future plans.

 
I look forward to working with the City of Trinidad on this issue on behalf of the Westhaven
CSD board and our community.

Thank you, Paul
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Paul Rosenblatt
General Manager
Westhaven CSD 
Po Box 2015
446B Sixth Avenue
Trinidad Ca 95570-2015
707-677-0798 Office
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From: Cheryl Kelly
To: City of Trinidad
Subject: Public Comment: Participation in Feasibility Analysis to Extend HBMWD Service to Trinidad.
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 6:58:34 AM

Trinidad City Council:
 
The City of Trinidad relies on the small Luffenholtz creek for its water supply. The creek may be
affected by drought, wildfires and, down the road a bit, global warming.
 
It is in the best interest of the community to participate in the feasibility of extending HBMWD
service to Trinidad. If we know what is involved in terms of cost and construction -- then we can use
that information to make an informed decision. As stated in the letter from HBMWD “the feasibility
analysis does not obligate or otherwise determine whether or not a water line extension will be
constructed.” There is really no downside to gathering the data.
 
I understand that some community members believe that water access will lead to development in
Trinidad but that is unlikely since there are few parcels left available and building codes are in place.
However, the surrounding area could see some increased development with additional access to
water. It is also true that the existing home owners may appreciate the access to water when, in the
past, they’ve had to rely on wells and trucked in water.
 
All of these factors can be considered once further information is available.
 
I support the City Council in directing staff to participate in a feasibility analysis of extending
HBMWD water service to the City of Trinidad.
 
Best Regards,
Cheryl Kelly
20 Scenic Drive
Trinidad, CA 95570

mailto:cherogo@outlook.com
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To Trinidad City Council 

Date: 1/23/2021 

 

Dear Sirs, 

I am firmly against the possibility of bringing water from five miles away to our little area of Trinidad, for 
the stated purpose of supplying the Trinidad Rancheria Casino with enough water for their five story, 
one hundred room hotel. 

My reasons are as follows: 

1.  Access to Water as per future development 
2. Expense of Project and who eventually will pay 
3. Lack of study and foresight in making this decision 

Access to Water as per future development- If this area, which has been my home for over forty years, 
were to have unlimited access to water for development, that is only one part of the infrastructure that 
is needed. Secondly, there is septic to consider, and the effect on the groundwater of putting more 
systems in the ground, or the effect and cost of setting up a sewage treatment plant, which is at this 
point prohibitively expensive.  

This area has smaller, narrow roads, often potholed and unpaved, that are not ready for new 
development.  Scenic Drive, as you know, struggles with the possibility of slippage after every rainstorm. 
The road structure in this part of the County is not maintained now as it sits, let alone adding more 
development to the list.  Even adding another twenty cars per day has an effect, let alone 100 more cars 
per day. 

We have no police infrastructure to patrol the given properties that have been developed, and the 
parking lots, beaches, and public places. More development means more crime, more accidents, and 
ironically, it negates that which the Rancheria is trying to sell—the idea of a beauteous landscape in 
which is wedged a casino and hotel with a view.  Not so beauteous when the roads are crowded, 
unmaintained, no police presence, and few bathrooms.  

 

Expense of Project- just as it sounds. Someone will have to pay for this project, and I assume that future 
buyers of water will not be enough. The town of Trinidad has its own problems with quantity and quality 
of water, let alone those outside the City Limits. Even 40 years ago, it was determined there was not 
enough return on the project to make it viable, begging the question, where does the money come 
from??  The Rancheria ambitiously created the Trinidad Casino 30 years ago, stating at that time they 
would need nothing else to support their people. Now with competition from Blue Lake and Bear River, 
the returns have dried up. Now, apparently, it takes a giant and very ugly 5 story hotel to attract the 
Hyatt investor, so the Casino has funds earmarked for a freeway off ramp, a development at the 
Trinidad waterfront, and of bringing water overland for miles. 

 



Lastly, there has been no study into the effect this could have on the landscape ( extremely fragile) the 
wildlife, the pollution, the look of this pipeline, etc.  I find this disheartening, after all that a private 
citizen must go through to devlop even a single plot of land. Again, I sense this is being done hastily, and 
with little forethought. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Patty and Keith Stearns 

Trinidad, CA  



From: Don Allan
To: Gabriel Adams
Subject: Re: HBMWD water line extension
Date: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:00:19 PM

Hi Gaber - I made an error entering your email so my email to you was rejected. I sent this
email to you and cc'd council members.
Thanks 
Don Allan

On Tue, Jan 19, 2021 at 3:50 PM Don Allan <donallan51@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear City Clerk and Council Members - I would like to register my opposition to the
potential extension of the HBMWD water line from Dows Prairie to Trinidad and
participation by the City in any feasibility studies which would consider including Trinidad
in the water line extension. Such an action would be a growth inducement that would
forever change the character of the greater Trinidad area. Participating in the feasibility
study to include an extension to the City will result in irreversible momentum and pressure
on the City by real estate interests and property developers who will be eager to jump on
board and begin unfettered development in the Trinidad - Westhaven area. The City has
previously explored that option several times, as has the WCSD, and all studies to date have
concluded that the cost of such an extension would be prohibitive unless the customer base
was expanded significantly - the growth inducement factor. Trinidad is special because of its
small town atmosphere and the limited development in the area. A water line extension will
put that in jeopardy and Trinidad will lose the very thing that makes it so appealing - that
small town atmosphere.  A better use of the City's resources would be to explore using its
water right on Mill Creek. Unfortunately a previous City Council sold the water tank site to
bail itself out from its costly legal battle with property owner John Frame over the Wagner
Street - Old Wagon Road Trail. However the water right still exists and I believe it would be
less costly and less growth inducing to investigate supplementing the Luffenholtz Creek
water supply with Mill Creek water. 

I will be listening in to the January 26 Council meeting. Please consider the community
aesthetics and character of the town as you make your decisions.

Sincerely, 
Don Allan, Westhaven
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From: John Waters
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: RE: Mad River water
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 7:21:12 AM

01-24-21

To: 'cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov'
Cc: 'jwest@trinidad.ca.gov'; 'dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov';
'tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov'; 'rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov';
'sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov'

Subject: Mad River water

Myself and many others object to the Rancheria's proposal to bring Mad River water up
to the
greater Trinidad area.  In due time, such abundant potable water would result in many
more Trinidad subdivisions and an immense increase in population density.  
So where will the needed Trinidad sewage treatment plant be located?  If not local, then
what is the cost of building the new sewage pipeline and pumping tons of sewage weekly
south from Trinidad to the McKinleyville sewage ponds?

Past Trinidad rainfall has often been torrential and sustained.  The local rain forest
landscape can't safely process excessive sewage filth.

Without feasible plans for safely treating the excessive sewage water, the proposed
potable water pipeline plan is incomplete and impractical. 

Along with HARP, I urge the city of Trinidad to not get involved
with the feasibility study regarding bringing this water pipeline up to Trinidad.

Piping water north to Trinidad was discussed nearly 50 years ago, and several times
since.  Enough people objected each time that the proposal was dropped.  We
hope that happens again.

Thank you for helping keep the Humboldt County environment safe to live in and for
friends, relatives, and tourists to visit.

John Waters, Patrick's Point Drive
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From: Jody Rusconi
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Re: water pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 3:14:28 PM

My husband and I have lived and worked in Trinidad and McKinleyville since 1976 (therefore
we are ALMOST local).  Though it would be nice to have Trinidad/Westhaven residents
receive a reliable source of water, why would locals want to support blatant residential and big
box hotel growth at a cost of losing the serenity and charm of what is there now?  

Seriously; those that support the project are looking at the money.  Haven't we learned enough
about how greed comes to the area and usually harms or destroys what we all love?  

Looking forward to seeing what the reasoning really is.

Jody Rusconi

mailto:jodyrusconi@gmail.com
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From: Jesse Noell
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Reject the Water Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:17:50 PM

Endless growth is no longer sustainable--- in any sense of the word.
We cannot afford to service the present levels of debt and services anywhere in this County.
We can't even recycle bottles and cans.
Please don't open our community up into a magnetic vector for transmissible diseases such as
Covid. 
Our health system cannot to service the present rates of influx of Covid.
We are realizing that Covid rapidly mutates to more and more transmittable strains; thus the
economy dwindles further and will not support the pipeline or Casino development in the
foreseeable future. 
HSU is undergoing loss of enrollment; meaning soon we will have too much development up
and down the coast. 
Have you visited Las Vegas lately---where Casinos are boarded up and bankrupt? Now is not
the time when it makes fiscal sense to expand services.

Jesse Noell

 

mailto:noelljesse@gmail.com
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From: Annalisa
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Trinidad Water Pipeline
Date: Sunday, January 24, 2021 10:22:21 PM

cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov

Hello,
I'm a resident of Westhaven and Trinidad since 1997 and in Humboldt area since 1991. While
I support the economic development of the local tribal communities, I also want the most
regenerative and stewardship-based enterprises and development pathways to be pursued
above all else. I believe both can be achieved.

I agree with our District Supervisor's take on this matter:

"The “local sustainable path” focuses on fixing leaks in our existing distribution systems;
increasing rainwater collection and hard tank storage all over the community; installing
rainwater collection  
groundwater recharge facilities throughout the headwaters; and tapping gravity flow
distributed springs that reduce disinfection byproducts;  These improvements could more than
quadruple our existing storage,  
while also improving water quality. With a distributed storage approach, our reliability and
fire-fighting safety will increase as well.

Lets double down on all of the sustainable water supply actions we can
take. There are many grant programs out there to help the city and area
residents implement these practices. These efforts actually have the
potential to lower rates in the future. Lets get started now."

I support pursuing these water solutions first before entering into discussions about projects
with "growth inducing elements". We can figure out how to solve these problems
appropriately and meet all needs.

I support preserving the integrity and longevity of the watersheds of this CA National Coastal
Marine Monument Gateway Community and Marine Protected Area and all that entails. 

Sincerely,
Annalisa Rush
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From: Carol Lee
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Trinidad Water Pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:22:06 AM

Please reject this project. Once this kind of negative development
starts we cannot go back. 

-- 
Carol

mailto:rangergirl.lee02@gmail.com
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From: Carolyn Heitzman
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: water from mad river to hotel at the casino
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 5:40:12 PM

Dear Sirs
We are against the expansion of the Casino and the building of the Hotel at the Trinidad Rancheria.  As lifelong residents of Westhaven Trinidad we deal with refuse
from the Casino in front of our house on a daily basis, being we are the first exit south of Trinidad.  We have Casino people drunk fighting in front of the house
leaving their trash every night on the side of the road when they pull over to Pee.in front of my house and do drugs.
We would like to keep our rural community safe and clean.

The impact of a large Hotel would be more detrimental to our area in Trinidad not only the personal impact but the environmental impact to the ecosystems   Already
a clam bed below the Casino has been killed by the runoff from the parking lot and sewage from the casino

We have an incredible Trinidad Bay that people want to visit because it is pristine. .   By bringing  water from the South over two rivers and running pipe would
destroy other ecosystems as well. We are a small rural  community and we would like to keep it that way!  The benefits of very few should not out way the safety and
lives of the community.  

Areas with casino's in them property values decline only crime and trash increase!!

Bob and Carolyn Heitzman

mailto:carolynheitzman@gmail.com
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From: Susan Walter
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Cc: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water line extension
Date: Thursday, January 21, 2021 1:17:33 PM

Please vote against participating in any discussion to extend HBMWD water service north to
the Trinidad/ Westhaven area.  This would bring subdivision and development to the area
which most residents do not want. As a 47 year resident of the community I appreciate  the
rural nature of our beautiful area. Remember the saying “if you build it they will come.” 
Sincerely, Richard Walter                                                                                                                       
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From: Tom peters
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: water line extension
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:55:12 AM

This appears to me to be yet another project brought to you by GREED, intended to profit the few
over the interests of the many. Developers of many stripes would love to remove the barrier of
limited water so they can create subdivisions, hotels, and strip malls.  A water line extension would
almost certainly increase the population density in and around Trinidad. The extra water would put
greater strains on the area sewage facilities and septic systems which were never designed for such
volume.  It would also forever change the nature and character of Trinidad and the strip from Dows
Prairie north.
Other self-serving interests want you to spend your money on their study about bring water to
disrupt your community.
Tell them “NO”. The City of Trinidad should reject this approach to its water needs. It does not need
or want to get involved in an unnecessary study.
Can water be pumped to the Trinidad area? I’m sure it could with enough money behind it but is it
needed or wanted? I hope the council will state clearly that it has NO interest in the type of
expansion this project would bring.
Thank you.
Tom Peters
221 Dollison St.
Eureka, CA 95501
My mother, Carol Peters, lived on Fox Farm road for many years so I am quite familiar with the area
and love its rural nature.

mailto:tpete@reninet.com
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From: Marijane Poulton
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gove
Subject: water line extention from McKinleyville
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 11:51:12 AM

Dear Council Members,
I am concerned about the water line extention feasibility study, in that it may not also include
a need for sewer system capability.  I have not heard that the Rancheria plans include a sewer
treatment facility.  I heard from former long-time Trinidad residents that a study done about
20-25 years ago concluded that one of the major sources of erosion on the oceanside bluffs
that surround our city is the use/overuse of septic systems... in that many systems were
underbuilt, or the water usage on certain lots was well above average.  This problem was
particularly noted as a problem along the bluffs bordering Edwards Street, and at one time
was the basis for the city refusing to allow the BnB on the corner of Edwards and Trinity to do
their laundry onsite.

If the City chooses to participate in the study, it would be poor planning NOT to also plan on
funding a study for wastewater treatment.  Securing a location for such a facility needs to
happen prior to the engagement of larger water usage, to prevent the conundrum of having
plenty of water, but no way to return it to the earth responsibly.

Sincerely,

Marijane Poulton

mailto:marijanep@hotmail.com
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From: Cynthia Lindgren
To: jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; Richard Clompus;

sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; Trinidad City Clerk; Trinidad City Manager; Parris Joe Lindgren
Subject: Water Pipeline to Trinidad- OPPOSE
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:58:43 PM

From: Cindy Lindgren, Westgate Drive, Trinidad

I am deeply opposed to the City of Trinidad joining any feasibility project regarding a pipeline
using Mad River water. 

This is not merely a "fact finding mission" as stated by Gabe Adams in the Lost Coast
Journal.  This is the beginning of a relationship between the City of Trinidad, the Trinidad
Rancheria and the HBMWD to proceed along a path toward bringing a water pipeline up to
the Trinidad area.  

The main profiteers of this project/study will be the Trinidad Rancheria (who need the water
for their casino/hotel) and the HBMWD (wholesale water distributors).  (The Trinidad City
Planner and City Engineer will also make good salaries off of this project since they will
probably do the bulk of the work- not the Rancheria or the HBMWD). 

Those being duped or damaged are: 1- the citizens of the City ofTrinidad because there are
less expensive and more common sense ways to improve and enhance our local water systems;
 2- the Trinidad Bay, the Tsurai Village site and the surrounding bluffs which will be further
damaged by increased water flow through Trinidad's leaky pipelines and faulty septic systems;
 3- your neighbors in the outskirts of Trinidad (Westhaven, Little River to Seawood, Patricks
Point, Big Lagoon and possibly the Green Diamond property along the entire eastern part of
our community). This is the area that will be impacted most by the pipeline. An unlimited
water supply will be an implicit greenlight to subdivide and develop. The City of Trinidad
might only have a few parcels available for development but that is certainly not true in the
surrounding areas. Anyone who has lived in Southern California or the Bay Area knows how
fast this happens.    

City Councilmembers-  please ask yourself-  how do you see the future of Trinidad? Think of
your children and their children.  Please REJECT this proposal by the Trinidad Rancheria and
the HBMWD. We don't need to be involved with this plan.  We are better than this. We can
choose a more forward thinking path- one that enhances our own watershed with state of the
art conservation methods; increases our water storage for fire-fighting; repairs our city pipes
and septic systems; cares about our entire natural ecosystem. 
Please make the right decision. Remember what brought you here in the first place- a small
town atmosphere and Trinidad's extraordinary beauty.  

Sincerely,   

Cindy LIndgren  .
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From: Running Deer
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water Pipeline
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 6:10:04 PM

To All That It May Concern,
As a resident and born local to Humboldt county I am horrified by the purposed idea of a water pipeline to be run
to Trinidad Racheria for the purpose of building a subdivision, trailer park, gas station and a grossly out of place
Hotel in our beautiful and rural community. This most gorgeous and breath taking landscape will be marred by the
overpopulation of subdivisions and development. Do we want our children and grandchildren to grow up in a
beautiful place or do we want to urbanize it and make it into another thoughtlessly expanded CITY. Thank you for
your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
Lateal Sabo-Shumpert

mailto:chickasaw.running.deer@gmail.com
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From: larryanddonna@larryulrich.com
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: water pipeline
Date: Monday, January 25, 2021 8:58:00 AM

We urge the council to reject the proposal to bring additional water to Trinidad, vis a
vis, the Casino.
 
We have lived here for almost 50 years and consider ourselves part of Trinidad.
Change will come, but not this way, by letting a pipeline bring water to a place that
has subsisted on what we have for a very long time.
 
Didn't we vote against a proposal like this decades ago?
 
Say no.
 
Donna and Larry Ulrich
PO Box 178
Trinidad 

mailto:larryanddonna@larryulrich.com
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From: Bonnie Etz
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water pipeline
Date: Tuesday, January 26, 2021 1:44:35 PM

As a resident of greater Trinidad, I oppose the water pipe line. Over development of this special area is not in any
ones interest. As we experience more drought conditions, water conservation and careful management are key.

Thank you,

Bonnie Etz-Mott
3620 Patricks Point Dr

mailto:banddetz@gmail.com
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